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What’s an anthropologist doing 
at State of the Map?
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About anthropology & ethnography

▣ Anthropologists study “culture” (defined 
broadly!) 

▣ Connecting individual experiences to 
wider processes (small → big)
○ Rituals, Kinship, Belonging
○ Social norms, Societies at large

▣ Can we learn about data-driven 
communities with analogue methods?
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▣ Who are the people involved?
▣ What processes happen along the way? 
▣ How is power distributed?

Before OSM, I researched supply chains.



Research Methods
Timeline: October 2020 - June 2021

Interviews
Primary: members of 
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap 
Team, past & present

Secondary: Mappers from across 
the OSM “universe”

Tertiary: Users of geospatial 
technology, 
humanitarian/development 
professionals, related industry 
professionals

~ 30 interviews (~35 hours, so 
far)

Participant Observation
Online events, conferences, 
lectures, mapathons

~ 30 events

Archives / 
Documentation
Conference talks, twitter threads, 
email listservs, blogs, wiki, news 
articles, OSM diaries, podcasts...

~ 3,000+(?) notes
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Questions

Questions (small-scale)

▣ Who makes OpenStreetMap, and why do they contribute?
▣ How is power distributed in the OSM ecosystem?
▣ How is humanitarian mapping affecting (or being affected by) other 

understandings of labor, humanitarianism, and technology?

Questions (bigger scale)

▣ What can OSM tell us about wider social processes?



Part 1: 
Mapping crises, communities, and 

capitalism on OSM
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Why these three?

Crisis / 
Context / 
Values / 
Norms

Community 
/ Labor / 
Invisible 
Workforce

Capitalism / 
Market 
forces 



Crises
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From the COVID-19 crisis to crisis mapping?



Mental health 
crisis

What constitutes a crisis?
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Marginalized

Crisis

Normalize

d

Powerful

Financial crisis

Crisis Maps

Homelessness

Crisis designations 
decides who is and who 
is not worthy of care 
(Ticktin 2011) Corruption

Celebrity break-ups

Housing 
crisis

Climate 
crisis

Refugee Crisis

Migration

Supply chain crisis

Militarism

Unemployment

Colonial 
legacies

Political crisis
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OSM → A community in crisis?

TechnicalCommunity

● Tagging schemas
● Data quality
● Editors
● Renderers
● Software Libraries
● Licensing
● Attribution
● Applications
● AI/ML 

● Representation (gender, 
geography, diversity)

● Role of corporate actors
● Recruitment
● Governance (OSMF)
● Sustainability
● Compliance
● Vandalism



Mapping crises
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▣ “Crisis” as negotiated, ongoing, flexible, strategic
○ Both externally facing & internally debated

▣ Crisis as constitutive, as community-building
○ Rituals of conferences (SoTM, HOT Summit)
○ Mapathons
○ Mailing lists

How does the split between community-based & technical-based questions 
affect how communities are being developed?



Communities



Mapping community activities
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Sponsoring 
Mapathons

AI-assisted 
validation

Hosting 
mapathons

Developing 
editors

Funding
Training 
feature-detection 
algorithms

Using OSM 
data for XXX

AI-assisted 
feature-detection

Using OSM as 
a base map

Donation of 
imagery

Upstream Downstream

Me @ my 
first 
mapathon!

Licensing 
(ODbL)



Mapping the mappers
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Mapathons
Digital 
Validators

Craft
mappers Corporate 

mappersF/OSS 
software 
developers

Humanitarian 
Actors

Geospatial 
employees

NGOs

IRL 
Validators

Governments

Corporate 
donors

Upstream Downstream

Remote 
mappers

Local 
mappers

Technology 
Companies



What does power look like within OSM community?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

# of edits

“A part of people’s power on OpenStreetMap is the number of changesets or 
the number of edits they’ve made. People always look at that. If you’re saying 
or wanting to integrate a new local tagging scheme to try and recognise these 
local needs, and you weren’t from that community [and] if you have only 
mapped it a couple times, I don’t think your voice would really be heard by the 
wider open community.”



Mapping communities
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▣ Mapping a community → mapping a distributed process
▣ Community engagement

○ “It’s just a map” → one-time or beginner mappers
○ “It’s not just a map, it’s a database” → upstream role
○ “OSM is a part of a wider industry ” → downstream role

▣ Community-sourced =/= Crowd-sourced
○ “Recursive Publics” (Coleman 2013, Kelty 2008)



Capitalism



OSM Data is a valuable commodity 

$1.67 billion.



Fears of corporate creep → AI/ML applications
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Where do companies sit?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Sponsoring 
Mapathons

AI-assisted 
validation

Hosting 
mapathons

Developing 
editors

Funding
Trained 
feature-detection 
algorithms

Using OSM 
data for XXX

AI-assisted 
feature-detection

Using OSM as 
a base map

Donation of 
imagery

Upstream Downstream



What does power look like within OSM community?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

# of edits

“A part of people’s power on OpenStreetMap is the number of changesets or 
the number of edits they’ve made. People always look at that. If you’re saying 
or wanting to integrate a new local tagging scheme to try and recognise these 
local needs, and you weren’t from that community [and] if you have only 
mapped it a couple times, I don’t think your voice would really be heard by the 
wider open community.”



What does power look like within OSM more broadly?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

Managers of the OSM 
supply chain



But it’s more complicated than that!

▣ Infrastructure 
Maintenance 

▣ Supporting 
editors

▣ Employment
▣ Localisation
▣ Diversity 
▣ Inclusion
▣ Codes of Conduct



Humanitarian + F/OSS + Corporate ethos
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Value-
driven

Market-
driven

Humanitarian 
technology
(Scott-Smith 2016)



“Do Well by Doing Good” → Neoliberal economics



What is this leading towards?
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▣ Micro-scale & short term: OSM community dynamics
○ Rapid expansion of humanitarian mapping projects
○ Influx of one-time mappers, low-quality edits
○ Growth of AI-assisted mapping

▣ Meso-scale & medium term: humanitarian & corporate actors
○ OSM map can compete with Google’s
○ Trained feature-detection algorithms with diverse datasets
○ “It’s just a map” vs “It’s a valuable commodity”

▣ Macro-scale & long term: Wider economic context
○ Shifting landscape of digital work (Graham 2015, Wark 2019)
○ Growth of automation (Benanav 2020, Jones 2021)
○ Geospatial & humanitarian industries (+ Military)

What are the short, medium, and long-term implications of these shifts?



Does OSM aim to be an economic pluriverse?



Conclusion 
The (open source) mapping 

supply chain



OpenStreetMap → a supply chain?
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▣ OpenStreetMap is like a supply chain: deeply precarious, full of 
uncertainty, yet somehow functioning



Capitalism & supply chains
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If OSM is a supply chain, what are its breakpoints?
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Where is power concentrated?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

Acquiring Maxar 
imagery, 
Project 
governance

Maintaining 
editors,
Supporting diverse 
mapathons

Supporting 
editors, 
reviewers

Ethical source,
Compliance for 
licensing



What role does humanitarian mapping play within this supply chain?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

Imagery 
acquisition

HOT Tasking 
Manager

Editors, 
Reviewers,
Automated 
systems

Humanitarian / 
Development 
sector



What role does corporate mapping play within this supply chain?
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Building infrastructure Add data to 

OSM

Check accuracy Applications of OSM

Upstream Downstream

Imagery 
acquisition

Developing editors Machine-assisted 
reviewers

Applications
Base map



On supply chains and OSM
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If OSM is like a supply chain, who should be supported? 

Who is invisible or visible? 

What kind of map is it enabling → and what kind of world in turn?



Thank you!

Contact:
@aleesteele

aleesteele@gmail.com
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